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ABSTRACT: Device-to-device(D2D) communication that efficiently facilitate direct communication between nearby 
devices without using any backbone network or infrastructure network. Now days, smartphones are not only limited to 
communication purpose but it has several application. Due to this continuously increasing demand for wireless access, 
a huge amount of data is circulating over today’s wireless networks. It led to increase in volume of wireless traffic. 
D2D communication is seen as a significant technology to illuminate wireless capacity problem and enable new 
services. It has advantage like minimizing the load of network, improves spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, overall 
throughput, while enabling new peer to peer and location based applications.  

The discovery and pairing of nearby devices is important part of D2D communication. This paper proposes pairing 
algorithm which enables discovery and pairing of nearby devices. Simulation results show that which protocol is best 
suit for discovery process. We also analyze security of network with which device is revoke from the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As telecomm world are struggling through new type of traffic which is application of smartphone and tablets, which 

generate huge amount of data traffic by accessing network and their applications which create burden on wireless 
network. The D2D technology extends traditional wireless system which enables two devices directly establish wireless 
link between each other without any backbone network or access point as shown in figure 1 [1]. Its connect devices 
which are geographically close to each other i.e. in proximity area. This gives us to improve spectral efficiency and 
minimize load on backbone network. It has two operation modes: devices can directly communicate in licensed 
spectrum or in unlicensed spectrum like traditional radio technology. 

 
Though, the advantages of D2D communication is not limited enhanced spectral efficiency, D2D communication can 
potentially improve throughput, energy efficiency, delay, power consumption and reduce latency [2]. Numbers of 
literature have studied the application scenario and possible technical solution for D2D communication. The first attempt 
to implementing D2D communication was made by Qualcomm’s FlashlinQ [3]. In [4], the author proposes integration of 
D2D into LTE-Advanced network. Later the work in [5]-[7] investigated the potential of D2D communication for 
improving spectral efficiency of wireless networks. Author [8], discuss about mode selection. In particular the 
discoveries of proximity devices are studied in [9].Number of challenges that need to be addressed. Discovery or pairing 
of devices is one of the major concerns in D2D communicationDuring discovery phase devices try to discover the 
presence of other nearby devices in the network in order to initiate the communication between them. 

We consider a wireless ad-hoc network scenario in which dynamic source routing protocol presents solution on route and 
neighbor discovery in wireless ad-hoc network.The Dynamic Source Routing Protocol is a source-routed on-demand 
routing protocol. A node maintains route caches containing the source routes that it is aware of. The node updates entries 
in the route cache as and when it learns about new routes[10]. The possibility of applying one of routing protocol  
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Figure 1. D2D Communication topology and Discovery [1] 

solution for D2D link discovery is analyzed briefly in this paper. In which pairing of node take into considerations for 
that new algorithm is designed this is used for paring of nodes. We consider ad-hoc network in which a network initiator 
is elected. This solution could be used to support device discovery in cellular network where role of network initiator is 
assigned to base station. Major focus of this paper is design of pairing algorithm. This algorithm utilize a prior pairing 
scheme i.e. discovery of node take place before actual communication of devices with comparison of different protocol 
like DSR, AODV, and DSDV. A comparison of protocols, in terms of throughput is performed with security concern by 
comparing with revocation and without revocation process. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
 
In proposed system model a circular area is consider in which devices i.e. node are uniformly distributed over that 

area and one of node in this network acts as network initiator. Communication nodes are assigning by randomly 
selecting pairs. Figure 2 gives us pictorial view about system model. We assume that only two nodes are participating 
in pairing process. The network initiator started discovery process, after this process pairing of nodes take place using 
designed algorithm. The role of network initiator is very important here because it provides important information 
about a node in network. This information allows them to discover devices and join them. The nodes who want to 
establish communication in a network act as network initiator that means any device or node act as network initiator. 
Network initiator floods the request in network. The devices who want to communicate respond back to network 
initiator. This way it finds out communicating node in a network. Only network initiator initiate pairing process is 
shown with no of nodes. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.System model 
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III. PAIRING ALGORITHM 
 

In this section, pairing of algorithm are presented and described in detail. This algorithm allows discovering and joining 
the node in network. The proposed algorithm describes a process in which network initiator with necessary information 
to join nodes in network. Before proceedings to pairing process, it is important to know what node discovery means. A 
new pair of devices wants to establish communication between them. It will possible only when both the devices know 
the identity of each other and satisfy the proximity criterion. The phrase proximity is used to define the devices which 
are close to each other or nearby so that D2D communication is favourable.  
 
The discovery of nodes is possible by exchange of signalling message between nodes that want to initiate 
communication. First of all, signalling messages should contain the identification of connecting nodes. This allows the 
identification of communication nodes. In order to describe proposed pairing algorithm, let us assume a pair of node as 
shown in figure 3. Here consider two nodes A and B. In which node A is network initiator which initiates process by 
transmitting first message and B is another node who wants to join network. Both nodes have individual logical ID and 
secret key. They can authenticate each other by sharing logical ID and secret key. The pairing process depends on 
logical IDwhich holds by every node in network. It is unique for every user which contains identification information. 
Nodes also contain keys with creation and expiration keys and IP address proposed by users and user signature which 
create by secure hash algorithm. In discovery process network initiator i.e. device A initiate message that who want to 
join network. After this another node who want to join network respond back i.e. node B. Device A request to device B, 
to expect a discovery message from node A. Then it requests device A to sending joining message to device B. If 
message is not received by device B, which means no device want to communicate with node A.   
    

 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.Device information. 

It again raised request for joining the network. Once node A and B is joined network pairing process is start. Pairing 
process is depends on logical ID, private and public keys associated with each node. For validation A send its public 
key. Then, b will send its logical ID signed by A’s public key. Next, A validates the received data and verifies message. 
This way trust level establish between A and B. Finally, node A will send its logical ID data to B. This signed by public 
key of node B which validate node A Logical ID and create trust with node A. An algorithm shown in figure 4, 
signifies the availability, integrity and authentication of nodes in network. 
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Figure 4: Pairing algorithm 
 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this section, the simulation results are presented. NS-2 (Network simulator) tool is used to create simulation 
environment. It is used for simulating wireless network with specific network protocol and their behavior. . Table I 
shows the initial parameter to configured for node to performing simulation and obtaining result on NS-2.First, D2D 
communication nodes are uniformly distributed over circular area. Then we create ad-hoc network scenario in which 
different routing protocol like DSR, AODV and DSDV are compared with respect to throughput.  
 

Table 1 

Simulation Parameter 

Parameter Value 

Area 600*600 

No. of nodes 20 

Routing Protocol DSR, AODV and DSDV 

Antenna Model Omni Directional 

Type Of Mac 802.11 

Simulation Time 100ms 
 
 
From result it seems that DSR is best protocol for route discovery. After that we consider a two condition with which 
one is with revocation and another one is without revocation. The term revoke means cancel out a node which is not 
part of network or who doesn’t have valid identity. Such node is revoked from the network. This comparison carried 
out on the basis of throughput and packet delivery ratio. The graph of protocol comparison is shown in below figures. 
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As shown in figure 5 the DSR routing protocol has constant throughput by varying cell area compare to DSDV and 
AODV protocol. This result shows that using DSR routing protocol for joining the nodes is the best option in 
spontaneous ad hoc network. The same DSR routing protocol gives best result for end to end and packet delivery 
ratio.A shown in figure 6 and 7, DSR works better compare to other two routing protocol. From all the simulation 
result it is include that DSR is best suitable for discovering and joining the devices for communication in spontaneous 
ad-hoc network. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Protocol comparison for Throughput 

 

 

Figure 6: Protocol comparison for End to End delay 

 

 

Figure 7: Protocol Comparison for Packet Delivery Ratio. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we addressed the issue in relation to the discovery and pairing of two nodes. The solution to the above 

issue is implemented in the paper using pairing algorithm which can be used for checking the availability, integrity and 
authentication of the nodes. This algorithm was compared for three protocols DSR, DSDV and AODV. The DSR 
resulted in the throughput, delay and packet delivery ratio which is better than the DSDV and AODV protocols. 
Furthermore, the performance of proposed algorithm is evaluated in respect to the security of the nodes based on 
revocation. This algorithm is rightly implemented and validated for the ad hoc networks. For D2D communication in 
cellular network, the same technique can be tested for the cellular networks, where the network initiator will act as a 
base station and can be validated for the same. 
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